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Preliminary Technical Evaluation of the Afton Periodic Spring Ground Water Under the Direct 
Influence of Surface Water Classification and Filtration Determination 

August 12, 2022 

Under its regulatory authority and responsibility, EPA Region 8 has evaluated the Town of Afton’s 
Periodic Spring water source for possible influence of surface water and related treatment needs. This 
document describes EPA’s preliminary determinations for the Periodic Spring and provides background 
information related to that evaluation.  
 
The Periodic Spring, also known as the Intermittent Spring, is a primary water supply for the 
Town of Afton; the spring flows year-round, but only produces water intermittently (i.e., 
periodic on/off cycles) during certain times of the year. Water collects inside the mountain in a 
chamber which periodically fills up and then overflows through a conduit in the rock and exits 
through a collapsed cave. Water for the Town of Afton’s public drinking water supply is 
collected from the mouth of the spring and the remaining water flows downhill to join Swift 
Creek. 
 
The Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA or the Act) Section 1412(b)(7)(C)(ii) gives EPA the authority to 
specify procedures that States must use to determine which public water systems within their 
jurisdiction shall adopt filtration treatment of their water supplies. EPA established these criteria and 
treatment requirements through the National Primary Drinking Water Regulations at 40 CFR Part 141 
Subpart H. EPA also concurrently defined a “ground water under the direct influence of surface water” 
(GWUDI) water source type in the National Primary Drinking Water Regulations at 40 CFR 141.2. GWUDI 
sources are considered equivalent to surface water sources with respect to requirements for treatment, 
including inactivation of microbial contaminants and filtration of the source water (as identified in 40 
CFR Part 141 Subparts H, P, T, and W). In defining GWUDI at 40 CFR 141.2, EPA clarified that “[d]irect 
influence must be determined for individual sources in accordance with criteria established by the 
State.”  EPA has made a preliminary determination that the Periodic Spring water source is classified as 
GWUDI and a preliminary determination that filtration is required for the Periodic Spring water source. 
These preliminary determinations are pending consideration of public input provided at a public hearing 
and/or by written comment to the docket. 
 
1. What is ground water under the direct influence of surface water? 
 
Ground water under the direct influence of surface water is defined in the National Primary Drinking 
Water Regulations at 40 CFR 141.2 as “any water beneath the surface of the ground with significant 
occurrence of insects or other macroorganisms, algae, or large-diameter pathogens such as Giardia 
lamblia or Cryptosporidium, or significant and relatively rapid shifts in water characteristics such as 
turbidity, temperature, conductivity, or pH which closely correlate to climatological or surface water 
conditions. Direct influence must be determined for individual sources in accordance with criteria 
established by the State. The State determination of direct influence may be based on site-specific 
measurements of water quality and/or documentation of well construction characteristics and geology 
with field evaluation.” 
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The Federal Register notice for the final 1989 Surface Water Treatment Rule (SWTR) clarifies that 
GWUDI sources are those at risk of contamination by large diameter pathogens like Giardia and 
Cryptosporidium, and not ground water sources with viral or bacterial contamination only. 54 Fed. Reg. 
27486, 27489 (June 29, 1989). It states that “It is important to note that the intent of this rule is not to 
regulate viral and bacterial contamination in systems using ground water, unless Giardia cysts are also 
associated with such occurrence. Thus, if there is little likelihood for Giardia cysts to occur in a system 
using ground water, but there is potential for bacterial and viral contamination, EPA does not expect the 
State to classify this source as a ground water source under the direct influence of surface water.”  Id. 
 
Sources that are determined by the State to be GWUDI must achieve certain microbial contaminant 
reduction credits through disinfection and, in most cases, filtration (40 CFR Part 141 Subparts H, P, T and 
W). The treatment requirements for GWUDI water sources are equivalent to the treatment 
requirements for surface water systems. 
 
2. Who is the State? 
 
Throughout this document, the term “State” is used to mean either a State with primary enforcement 
responsibility for public water systems or “primacy,” or EPA in the case of a State that has not obtained 
primacy.1  See 40 CFR 141.2, defining “State” and providing “[d]uring any period when a State or Tribal 
government does not have primary enforcement responsibility pursuant to Section 1413 of the Act, the 
term “State” means the Regional Administrator, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.”   
 
EPA Region 8 has primacy for the National Primary Drinking Water Regulations in the State of Wyoming 
because Wyoming has not sought primary enforcement responsibility pursuant to Section 1413 of the 
SDWA. Therefore, for drinking water sources in Wyoming, the EPA Region 8 Regional Administrator 
holds the authority as the “State” to determine if individual ground water sources in the state of 
Wyoming are under the direct influence of surface water, and thus whether filtration of the source 
water is required. This document describes the information EPA Region 8 has considered in its 
evaluation of the Town of Afton’s Periodic Spring and EPA’s basis for proposing a GWUDI determination 
for this source as well as determining that filtration of the source is required. 
 
3. How is direct influence of surface water determined? 
 
In the 1989 SWTR, EPA required states to develop criteria for determining if an individual ground water 
source is under the direct influence of surface water. 40 CFR 141.2 (“Direct influence must be 
determined for individual sources in accordance with criteria established by the State.”)   
 
In 1991 and 1992, EPA headquarters issued the following guidance to states and primacy agencies 
regarding how to determine if a source is ground water under the direct influence of surface water: 
 

• Guidance Manual for Compliance with the Filtration and Disinfection Requirements for Public 
Water Systems Using Surface Water Sources (March 1991 Edition), pages 2-2 to 2-13. 

 
1 State also may include Indian Tribes that EPA has delegated primacy for under SDWA Section 1451, or 42 U.S.C. 
Section 300j-11. See also Section 1401(13) and (14) under the SDWA, or 42 U.S.C. Section 300f.  
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• Consensus Method for Determining Groundwaters Under the Direct Influence of Surface Water 
Using Microscopic Particulate Analysis (MPA) (October 1992). 

 
For GWUDI evaluations prior to October 2002, EPA Region 8 used the above two guidance documents 
directly, without a separate regional policy. In October 2002, EPA Region 8 developed the Region 8 
SDWA Direct Implementation Policy, SWTR #4: Determination of Ground Water Under the Direct 
Influence of Surface Water (October 2002) which was based on these two guidance documents. 

The policies of EPA headquarters, EPA Region 8, and various states across the U.S. include the use of 
both microscopic particulate analysis (MPA) and water quality parameter monitoring as the primary 
means of determining if an individual source is GWUDI (see Appendix B and Chaudhary, et al. 2009 for 
information about other states’ GWUDI policies). MPAs are used to address the “any water beneath the 
surface of the ground with significant occurrence of insects or other macroorganisms, algae or large-
diameter pathogens such as Giardia lamblia or Cryptosporidium” part of the GWUDI definition under 40 
CFR 141.2. Meanwhile, water quality parameter monitoring assesses whether there are “significant and 
relatively rapid shifts in water characteristics such as turbidity, temperature, conductivity, or pH which 
closely correlate to climatological or surface water conditions.” In some cases, states have determined 
that sources that meet certain criteria are automatically GWUDI without additional assessment. For 
example, Kentucky has classified all public water system (PWS) ground water sources, such as wells and 
springs, in karst/carbonate aquifers as GWUDI (Chaudhary, et al, 2009). However, in most states, MPAs 
and water quality parameter monitoring are used for GWUDI determinations. Many states also focus 
their GWUDI determinations on ground water sources considered to be at higher risk of surface water 
influence based on scoring rubrics or other risk ranking mechanisms that each state develops. Ground 
water sources considered to be at higher risk of surface water influence are typically infiltration 
galleries, springs, and shallow wells. See e.g., 54 Fed. Reg. 27489-90. 

A. Microscopic Particulate Analyses (MPAs) 

Microscopic particulate analysis following the 1992 EPA MPA Consensus Method involves 
filtering 500 to 1,000 gallons of water from a water source at a low flow rate through a one-
micron string filter. This filter is then shipped to a laboratory where the particles captured by the 
filter are washed out of the fibers and concentrated. The lab further processes the concentrated 
particle pellet and transfers the pellet to microscope slides and analyzes it under a microscope. 
Any microorganisms that the lab observes are categorized by type and condition (for example, 
only algae that contains chlorophyll is included, algae with no chlorophyll is disregarded) and 
counted. MPAs conducted using the 1992 EPA MPA Consensus Method identify specific 
microorganisms that are indicative of surface water influence. The lab relies on the number of 
these microorganisms observed during analysis (normalized to the fraction of the filtered water 
that was analyzed) to calculate a relative risk score. The relative risk score is based on count 
thresholds for different microorganisms developed and published in the 1992 EPA MPA 
Consensus Method and is intended to indicate what microorganism levels are representative of 
“significant occurrence.” There is some variation in how different states interpret the risk score 
and results, however, in general, a score of greater than 19 (high risk per the 1992 EPA MPA 
Consensus Method) leads to a determination that a water source is GWUDI (Chaudhary, et al, 
2009; EPA Consensus Method (1992); and Appendix B). 
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The 1992 EPA MPA Consensus Method includes a description of each category of microorganism 
and the reasons they are or are not considered an indicator of recent surface water influence. 
For a high risk (greater than 19) score, at least one of the following four microorganism types 
must be detected: coccidia (Cryptosporidium), Giardia, diatoms, and non-diatomaceous algae. 
Detection of coccidia or Giardia creates an automatic high risk determination regardless of 
whether other indicator microorganisms are detected. These organisms are pathogenic, so any 
detection indicates a public health risk. However, the MPA method recovery for these two types 
of organisms is very low and they are rarely detected. Recovery can be improved (to some 
extent) if EPA Method 1622 or 1623 is followed during sample collection and analysis. EPA 
Methods 1622 and 1623 use a different type of filter during sample collection as well as an 
immunofluorescent assay (IFA) during sample processing at the lab. Use of EPA Methods 1622 
or 1623 for GWUDI evaluations is not a common practice in most U.S. states or regions. The 
regulatory definition of, and associated guidance for GWUDI is clear that the significant 
occurrence of indicators like algae is sufficient to make a GWUDI determination absent any 
direct detections of Cryptosporidium or Giardia (EPA, 1991, 1992). 

Diatoms and other non-diatomaceous algae are types of microorganisms for which detection is 
relevant to the GWUDI definition. For these organisms to contribute to the MPA risk score, they 
must be green and therefore contain chlorophyll. This indicates that they were recently (within 
the last few months or less) exposed to sunlight (Wilson, et al, 1996). If these two types of 
organisms are present at significant levels and contain chlorophyll, then it indicates that a 
pathway is present for water containing large diameter pathogens to be transported to the 
water supply source in a timeframe short enough that these pathogens could arrive viable (i.e., 
any parasites present may be infectious) (Wilson, et al, 1996; EPA, 1991; and King et al, 2005). 
Detection of both chlorophyll containing diatoms and other algae at levels considered to be 
significant results in a risk factor score of greater than 19 and is the most common reason for a 
GWUDI determination in EPA Region 8. 

B.  Water Quality Parameter Monitoring  

The regulatory definition for GWUDI includes “significant and relatively rapid shifts in water 
characteristics such as turbidity, temperature, conductivity, or pH which closely correlate to 
climatological or surface water conditions.” The EPA Region 8 policy addresses GWUDI 
evaluations that are made based on water quality parameter monitoring, without associated 
MPA samples. Unlike MPAs, there is no specific EPA guidance on how to interpret water quality 
monitoring results to clarify when the conditions of “significant and relatively rapid” and “closely 
correlate to climatological or surface water conditions” are met and a GWUDI determination is 
appropriate. The March 1991 EPA Guidance Manual for Compliance with the Filtration and 
Disinfection Requirements for Public Water Systems Using Surface Water Sources includes the 
following brief references to interpreting temperature and turbidity results, however, these 
thresholds appear to be based on limited research in very specific hydrogeologic settings: 

• “Temperature changes (in ˚F) of greater than 15 to 20% over the course of a year 
appear to be a characteristic of some sources influenced by surface water.” (page 2-11)  
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• “Turbidity fluctuations of greater than 0.5 – 1 NTU2 over the course of a year may be 
indicative of surface water influence.” (page 2-11)  

The rationale for assessing water quality parameters is that correlation of water quality changes 
in a ground water source to climatological or surface water conditions indicates that the water 
from the source is experiencing rapid surface recharge and/or is hydraulically connected to a 
surface water body. 

EPA Region 8 and other states have typically used water quality parameter monitoring as a 
supplement to MPA and other microbiological monitoring or as a pre-screening tool to 
determine if collection of MPAs is appropriate. Water quality parameter monitoring has only 
rarely been used to make GWUDI determinations directly in the absence of other 
microbiological data that indicate concern. 

4. What data supports EPA’s preliminary GWUDI classification for the Periodic Spring? 
 
A. High risk and moderate risk MPA results from the Periodic Spring 
In September 2019, an EPA contractor collected an MPA sample at the Periodic Spring, and the 
result was a moderate risk with a score of 10. In August 2021, a different EPA contractor 
collected an MPA sample that had a high risk score of 23. Chlorophyll containing diatoms and 
non-diatomaceous algae were detected in both samples, but higher levels of both were present 
in the August 2021 sample. The presence of green diatoms and non-diatomaceous algae in 
water from the Periodic Spring suggests that water that was recently surface water carried these 
organisms to the Periodic Spring.  
 
B. Historic reports of high turbidity at the Periodic Spring 
Turbidity is one of the water quality parameters referenced in the 40 CFR 141.2 definition of 
GWUDI. Turbidity is a measure of water clarity, and of how much material suspended in water 
decreases the passage of light through the water. Suspended materials can include soil particles 
(clay, silt, and sand), algae, plankton, microbes, and other substances. Several different studies, 
documents, and sampling events have identified intermittent high turbidity events at the 
Periodic Spring, as described in further detail below. Available numeric turbidity monitoring 
results for the Periodic Spring indicate variations that significantly exceed the thresholds 
referenced in the 1991 EPA Guidance referenced above (fluctuations of greater than 0.5 – 1 NTU 
over the course of a year). This data indicates that the turbidity fluctuations have been 
“significant and relatively rapid” and in some cases “closely correlate to climatological or surface 
water conditions” (in this case, intense precipitation events and snowmelt). While the results of 
MPA monitoring discussed above are the primary basis for the proposed GWUDI determination, 
significant variations in turbidity are an important secondary basis. The history of both 
qualitative and quantitative turbidity variations in the Periodic Spring is summarized below. 
 

 
2 NTU stands for “Nephelometric Turbidity Unit.” 
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1. The Strange Hydrodynamics of Periodic Spring, Salt River Range, Wyoming. Wyoming 
Geological Association Guidebook - Thirty-eighth Field Conference, p. 337-345. Huntoon, P. 
and Coogan, J.C. (1987). 
 
o “Large discharges [of water from the Periodic Spring] are accompanied by turbidity. The 

sediment is comprised of very fine sand and smaller particles that lightly cloud the water 
when present. Occasionally the water becomes slightly muddy as occurred during a 
peak flow period in late June 1986 (Eddins, various). The discharge of sediment is an 
unwelcome occurrence because much of the untreated, unfiltered water is piped 
directly from the spring into the Afton water system.” 

 
2. Town of Afton, Letter to EPA, October 2, 2003: 

 
o “E-coli bacteria were detected in water samples taken from the distribution system on 

the afternoon, September 1, 2003, in the western section of town. This was the first 
confirmed occurrence of any coliform bacteria in the Town's distribution system in over 
ten years. The affected area was discovered during an investigation of some resident 
calls, concerns for water taste and turbidity; investigative water samples were drawn, at 
that time, from the resident taps to be tested for BacT [sic] (Total coliform and E. coli 
bacteria).” 
 

o “On 09/01/03, Town staff responded to residents[sic] concerns for turbidity and taste in 
the drinking water. During the investigation, water samples were routinely taken to be 
tested at the Afton lab for bacteriological contamination.” 
 

3. June 8, 2004 – MPA Sample Collection field notes, reported turbidity at the time of 
collection of 1.38 NTU – 4.38 NTU. 
 

4. August 16, 2006 – EPA report for the sanitary survey conducted on this date notes seasonal 
variations in water quality at the Periodic Spring associated with “increased turbidity during 
spring months.” 
 

5. Midwest Assistance Program (EPA contractor), Technical Assistance Visit Summary for 
August 2, 2007, visit and follow-up: 
 
o “Purpose of Call: Emergency technical assistance to the Afton Board of Public Utilities, 

PWS ID # 5600002, to investigate high turbidities in their water treatment system, and 
take a MPA sample of their source water.” 
 

o “Observation/Findings: A site visit was made on August 2, 2007. This is the first high 
turbidity event since September 1, 2003. The event started July 30, 2007, with turbidity 
>100 NTU; daily BacT monitoring is reported as TC-negative. August 6, 2007, the raw 
water turbidity dropped below 5 NTU, BacT [sic] (Total coliform and E. coli bacteria) 
monitoring is still reported as TC-negative. All during this period the spring source is 
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diverted, and wells are used as source water for Afton. Review of the system 
configuration and monitoring data did not identify any operational compromises which 
may cause this turbidity event. The turbidity is originating in the raw spring water 
source.” 

 
6. August 2, 2007 – MPA Sample Collection field notes, reported turbidity at the time of 

collection of 92.3 NTU.  
 

7. October 6, 2010 – EPA report for the sanitary survey conducted on this date notes seasonal 
variations in water quality at the Periodic Spring, specifically that “increased turbidity may 
occur during spring months.” 

 
8. December 10, 2018, Coordination Meeting among Town of Afton, Wyoming Department of 

Environmental Quality (WDEQ), Wyoming Association of Rural Water Systems (WARWS) 
and EPA Region 8: 

 
Afton officials confirmed during this meeting that there is a periodic issue with turbidity at 
the spring, and that it has been ongoing for as long as the spring has been running. They 
could not confirm the normal variation in turbidity over the course of the year (i.e., typical 
peak) since they did not have ongoing monitoring data but indicated that turbidity 
concerns typically occur during snow melt / run-off each year.  

 
C. Correlation between Periodic Spring water temperature and the approximate timing of 

snow melt in the recharge area. 
 

The exact location of the recharge area, where water soaks into the ground and is carried 
underground and later discharged at the Periodic Spring, is unknown. However, researchers 
believe that the primary recharge area could include an area approximately 4 miles to the east 
within the National Forest at an elevation between 9,000 to 10,500 feet where the Madison 
Formation rises to the ground surface (Huntoon and Coogan, 1987).  
 
After a meeting with the Town of Afton, EPA and WDEQ in December 2018, Afton provided 
existing data to WDEQ on water temperature and pressure collected between April 26, 2018, 
and August 31, 2018. The pressure data is a proxy measurement of the water level in the 
Periodic Spring collection chamber and is therefore a measure of the amount of water 
discharging from the spring during periods of continuous flow. WDEQ evaluated this data and 
provided it to EPA Region 8 in March 2020. EPA then utilized data from the United States 
Department of Agriculture SNOTEL sites (SNOwpack TELemetry) closest to the probable Periodic 
Spring recharge area to assess the correlation of water temperature and pressure 
measurements in this dataset to the onset of snowmelt in 2018. The reported Periodic Spring 
water temperature values exhibit a strong correlation to both the amount of water discharging 
from the spring and the onset of snow melt and runoff near the probable recharge area. This 
indicates that the flow of water from the recharge area to the Periodic Spring during the spring 
and early summer is rapid and relates to the GWUDI definition of “significant and relatively 
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rapid shifts in water characteristics such as turbidity, temperature, conductivity, or pH which 
closely correlate to climatological or surface water conditions.” Like turbidity, this data is 
considered secondary to the results of MPA monitoring discussed above; it is not the primary 
basis for the GWUDI determination. 
 
During the timeframe when the Periodic Spring had transitioned fully from intermittent to 
continuous flow conditions (roughly May 16, 2018, to August 12, 2018), the temperature and 
pressure readings appear to have a close correlation [temperature drops as flow (indicated by 
pressure) increases]. This is true of all the individual 30-minute readings as well as the daily 
average readings during this time period (see Figures 1 and 2 below). This correlation indicates 
that high discharges from the Periodic Spring during the late spring and summer may be 
composed of colder recent snow melt with a relatively rapid transport time from the recharge 
area to the spring.  

 
Figure 1: Periodic spring temperature vs pressure during continuous flow conditions (May 16 to 
August 12), including all 30-minute readings from the Afton 2018 data (EPA-generated graph 
using the 2018 Afton temperature and pressure data provided with the WDEQ March 2020 
report)  
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Figure 2: Periodic spring temperature vs pressure during continuous flow conditions (May 16 to 
August 12), daily average of all 30-minute temperature and pressure readings from the Afton 
2018 data (EPA-generated graph using the 2018 Afton temperature and pressure data provided 
with the WDEQ March 2020 report)  
  

 
 
In addition, changes in the Periodic Spring water temperature appear to occur approximately 2 
weeks (or less) after the peak snowpack level at the SNOTEL sites near the Periodic Spring’s 
probable recharge area during 2018 (See Figure 4). The peak snowpack level generally precedes 
the onset of spring run-off. The amount of snowpack begins to decline as the snow melts. This 
indicates that snowmelt is rapidly transported from the recharge area to the Periodic Spring 
within a period of weeks to months. 
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Figure 3: Locations of Willow Creek SNOTEL (Elevation = 8,080 ft-amsl), Triple Peak SNOTEL 
(Elevation = 8,500 ft-amsl), Cottonwood Creek SNOTEL (Elevation = 7,670 ft-amsl) and Indian 
Creek SNOTEL (Elevation = 9,425 ft-amsl) relative to Periodic Spring (Elevation = 7,165 ft-amsl) 
and the probable primary Periodic Spring recharge area (Elevation ~ 9,000 ft-amsl to 10,500 ft-
amsl)  
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Figure 4: SNOTEL sites snow water equivalent (SWE) versus Periodic Spring water temperature 
(EPA-generated graph using the data from SNOTEL sites and the 2018 Afton temperature data 
provided with the WDEQ March 2020 report)  

  

 
 

The correlation between climatic conditions and the amount of water discharging from the 
spring is also discussed in one of the Afton Wyoming Water Development Commission studies: 
 

“The spring discharge tends to peak in early summer. As the discharge diminishes, the 
spring begins an on/off cycle of about 30 to 35 minutes total duration. Periodic Spring 
typically begins this cycling in late summer or early fall and returns to continuous 
discharge in May or June. This spring behavior can, however, vary dramatically from one 
year to the next. Spring discharges appear to be directly influenced by climatic 
conditions such as snowmelt, drought conditions, etc. In April of this year [1990], for 
example, the spring cycle dropped to a recorded low of approximately 3.5 minutes on 
and 28 minutes off which is indicative of the very dry weather of the past 2-3 years. It 
should be noted that the spring is generally not accessible (and hence recorded 
observations limited) through much of the winter.” Afton Water Supply Level II Study, 
Wyoming Water Development Commission, November 1990, Forsgren Associates. 

  
D. Evidence of rapid transport of water from the recharge area to the Periodic Spring 

The Periodic Spring is located in a geologic formation called the Madison Limestone Formation. 
Karst geology exists in rocks such as limestone, marble and gypsum that can be dissolved by 
acidic precipitation such as rainwater and by ground water. Dissolution of the rock can form 
holes and channels in the rock creating features such as sinkholes, caves, and springs. (see 
National Park Service, Karst Landscape.) 
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There is evidence of karst formation in the Madison Limestone near the Periodic Spring which is 
likely fed by unseen tunnels and enlarged fractures dissolved into the Madison Limestone. These 
features may be connected for long distances underground allowing water to move very rapidly 
from even miles away to discharge at the spring. (Blanchard et al, 1990)    

1. Conclusions of Blanchard, Drever, and Huntoon Study of the Periodic Spring Published 
in 1990 

The Wyoming Water Research Center funded a study of the Periodic Spring that a 
graduate student at the University of Wyoming, Department of Geology and Geophysics 
conducted in 1989 and 1990. The study, Discrimination Between Flow-Through and 
Pulse-Through Components of an Alpine Carbonate Aquifer, Salt River Range, Wyoming, 
is important because it is the most robust site-specific study to be performed on the 
Periodic Spring that contains data relevant to assessing the approximate time of travel 
of water from the recharge area to the spring and associated surface water influence 
risk. It measured data such as spring discharge, temperature, major ions, alkalinity, pH, 
and stable isotopes at frequent intervals – varying from 1 day to 3.5 weeks - in spring 
through summer in both 1989 and 1990.  

Some of the conclusions of this study are:  

• Abstract: “Water chemistry and temperature fluctuations in the discharge of 
Periodic Spring indicate the existence of a karstic conduit system in the Madison 
Limestone that is not apparent from field observations in the Salt River Range. 
Contamination in the recharge area of Periodic Spring would pose both immediate 
and long-term problems for the Afton, Wyoming water supply.”  

• Page 35: “Using these numbers and assuming that all flow above baseflow is 
snowmelt, up to 95% of peak discharge is snowmelt.” 

• Page 56: “Flow-through of spring snowmelt causes seasonal variation in the 
chemistry and temperatures of Periodic Spring. In contrast, pulse-through of storage 
water produces a constancy of chemistry and temperature in the discharge of 
Beaver Dam and Upper Rise springs.”  

• Page 56: “Water chemistry and temperature fluctuations in the discharge of 
Periodic Spring indicates the existence of a karstic conduit system in the Madison 
Limestone that is not apparent from field observations in the Salt River Range.”  

• Page 57: “Periodic Spring discharge represents both rapid flow and year-round 
flow because the flow system in the Madison Limestone is combined diffuse and 
conduit system (Shuster and White, 1971, 72) similar to that described by Dreiss 
(1989a, 89b) in the Missouri karst.”  

• Page 57: “Contamination in the recharge area of Periodic Spring would pose 
both immediate and long-term problems. Flow through would bring contamination 
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to Periodic Spring in a matter of weeks, while aquifer storage could prevent the 
system from flushing clean for years.”  

 
2. Other historic references to rapid recharge flow in karst geology in the Madison 

Limestone in Wyoming 

There are additional studies of the Madison Formation in Wyoming and reports beyond 
the Blanchard et al., 1990 study that indicate the potential for rapid flow of source 
water from the recharge area to the spring. For example, rapid flow through the 
Madison Formation has been observed elsewhere in Wyoming at Sinks Canyon State 
Park. Dye tests have determined that water flowing through the Madison Formation at 
this site was measured at a rate of 0.25 miles in several hours: Sinks Canyon Natural 
Resource Council.  
  
Additionally, Sando et al, 1988 (National Park Service, 2011 p. 15-17) identified a 
widespread development of cavernous karst in the uppermost part of the Madison 
Formation. Wherever there is karst present in the Madison Formation, the potential for 
pathways for rapid and direct water flow exist. A karst formation similar to Sinks Canyon 
State Park may be present in the recharge area of the Periodic Spring in the uppermost 
part of the Madison Formation, though its extent may not be obvious. The collapsed 
cavern that once housed the Periodic Spring, and the suspected cavern and conduit 
system that is likely responsible for the intermittent flow of water from the Periodic 
Spring, are supporting evidence for the existence of karst geology in the area of the 
 Periodic Spring.  
  
Finally, the State of Wyoming’s State Water Plan says that the Madison Formation can 
produce high ground water flow rates, depending on the nature, prevalence and 
connections among the fractures, conduits or caves that supply water to a well or 
spring: 
 

Paleozoic-age rocks consist primarily of thick limestone and sandstone 
formations. These include the Madison Limestone which is famous for 
producing high-capacity groundwater wells at many Wyoming locations. 
As with all the other bedrock aquifers, however, the productivity of 
these strata can be quite site-specific, depending upon the local 
enhancement of permeability through fracturing and variations in 
composition. Limestone, for example, is virtually impermeable in its 
native state of deposition. Given the faulting and folding of bedrock in 
the Snake/Salt River basin, however, and the ability of circulating 
groundwater to expand permeability through solution, limestone units 
provide very high groundwater production rates under locally favorable 
conditions. 

Hinkley Consulting, Snake/Salt River Basin Plan Available Groundwater Determination 
 

https://www.sinkscanyonstatepark.org/nature/sinks-and-rise/sinks.html
https://www.sinkscanyonstatepark.org/nature/sinks-and-rise/sinks.html
https://waterplan.state.wy.us/plan/snake/2003/techmemos/gndet-text.html
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5.  What does a ground water under the direct influence of surface water determination require a 
public water system to do? 

Sources determined to be GWUDI are required to comply with the treatment, monitoring, and reporting 
requirements of the Surface Water Treatment Rules described in 40 CFR Part 141 Subparts H, P, T, and 
W. There are two primary approaches for complying with these treatment requirements, 1) filtration 
and disinfection or 2) filtration avoidance and disinfection. A summary of each is included below. 

A. Filtration and Disinfection 

Surface water and GWUDI water supplies must be treated to be safe to drink. Filtration and 
disinfection treatment are used to protect public health by cleaning the water. Water passes 
through filters to remove particles like dust, some chemicals, and organisms including parasites, 
bacteria, and viruses. Disinfection using chemicals or alternatives like ultraviolet light to kill or 
inactivate harmful microorganisms that pass through the filter. The effectiveness of this 
combination of filtration and disinfection treatment is measured in log reduction or percent 
removal. Log reduction corresponds to a reduction in the concentration of a constituent or a 
microorganism by a factor of 10. For example, a 1-log removal would correspond to a reduction 
of 90 percent from the original concentration. Similarly, a 2-log reduction corresponds to a 
reduction of 99 percent from the original concentration. Surface water and GWUDI water 
systems that filter and disinfect must provide a minimum removal of Cryptosporidium of at least 
99% (2 logs).  

Source water monitoring is required to determine the level of Cryptosporidium risk in the raw 
water. Additional treatment may be required if Cryptosporidium is detected in source water. 
Systems can choose between several options for the type of filtration or disinfection to meet 
additional treatment requirements for Cryptosporidium, such as the use of two disinfectants, so 
long as minimum log treatment requirements are met (40 CFR Part 141 Subpart W). The 
combination of filtration and disinfection must also achieve a minimum Giardia inactivation 
and/or reduction of 99.9% (3 log) and a minimum inactivation and/or reduction in viruses of 
99.99% (4 log).  

There are associated operation, monitoring, and reporting requirements to verify that the above 
pathogen reductions are achieved on an ongoing basis. These requirements can vary 
significantly based on the filtration type utilized and other site-specific factors. Several quick 
reference guides have been developed by EPA Headquarters that summarize these 
requirements. Links to these quick reference guides are included below. 

• Comprehensive Surface Water Treatment Rules Quick Reference Guide: Systems 
Using Conventional or Direct Filtration 

• Comprehensive Surface Water Treatment Rules Quick Reference Guide: Systems 
Using Slow Sand, Diatomaceous Earth, or Alternative Filtration 

• Long Term 2 Enhanced Surface Water Treatment Rule: A Quick Reference Guide for 
Schedule 1 Systems 

 
 
 

https://nepis.epa.gov/Exe/ZyPDF.cgi?Dockey=500025GQ.txt
https://nepis.epa.gov/Exe/ZyPDF.cgi?Dockey=500025GQ.txt
https://nepis.epa.gov/Exe/ZyPDF.cgi?Dockey=500025PS.txt
https://nepis.epa.gov/Exe/ZyPDF.cgi?Dockey=500025PS.txt
https://nepis.epa.gov/Exe/ZyPDF.cgi?Dockey=P10058CA.txt
https://nepis.epa.gov/Exe/ZyPDF.cgi?Dockey=P10058CA.txt
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B. Filtration Avoidance and Disinfection 

Filtration avoidance is the alternative to filtration for systems that are subject to Surface Water 
Treatment Rules described in 40 CFR Part 141 Subparts H, P, T, and W, including GWUDI 
systems. Water supply systems that avoid filtration do not have the physical removal of 
bacteria, parasites, or viruses provided by filtration, so they must meet other requirements to 
protect public health to the same degree that a filtering system does. To meet the filtration 
avoidance criteria, systems must use a minimum of two types of disinfection to achieve a 
combined log reduction of 99.9% Giardia (3 logs), 99.99% viruses (4 logs) and 99% 
Cryptosporidium (2 logs). Source water monitoring is also required to determine the level of 
Cryptosporidium risk in the raw water and may result in additional treatment requirements for 
Cryptosporidium, as described above. Filtration avoidance systems must also meet associated 
operation, monitoring, and reporting requirements to verify that the above pathogen reductions 
are achieved on an ongoing basis. There are also requirements for ongoing weekly 
bacteriological monitoring of the source water (immediately prior to the first point of 
disinfection), with limits for the number of fecal coliform or total coliforms in source water. 
Filtration Avoidance systems must also monitor source water turbidity (prior to the first point of 
disinfection) at least every four hours, and source water turbidity levels cannot exceed 5 NTU. 
Systems must also have a watershed control program for protection of the watershed and/or 
recharge area and to minimize potential for contamination by Cryptosporidium and Giardia.. 
Additional filtration avoidance requirements can vary significantly based on the disinfection 
types utilized and other site-specific factors. Several quick reference guides have been 
developed by EPA Headquarters that summarize these requirements. Links to these quick 
reference guides are included below. 

• Comprehensive Surface Water Treatment Rules Quick Reference Guide: Unfiltered 
Systems 

• Long Term 2 Enhanced Surface Water Treatment Rule: A Quick Reference Guide for 
Schedule 1 Systems 

 
6. What data supports EPA’s preliminary determination that filtration of the Periodic Spring source is 

required?  

EPA’s preliminary decision requires filtration of the water from the Periodic Spring without allowance 
for meeting filtration avoidance criteria as an alternative. EPA’s technical rationale for requiring 
filtration is outlined below. 

A.  Historic reports of high turbidity at the Periodic Spring 

As discussed above, intermittent high turbidity events at the Periodic Spring with values 
exceeding 5 NTU have been identified in several different studies, documents, and sampling 
events. These data demonstrate that the Periodic Spring does not meet the requirement for 
Filtration Avoidance Systems to have turbidity levels below 5 NTU.  

 

 

https://nepis.epa.gov/Exe/ZyPDF.cgi?Dockey=500025PO.txt
https://nepis.epa.gov/Exe/ZyPDF.cgi?Dockey=500025PO.txt
https://nepis.epa.gov/Exe/ZyPDF.cgi?Dockey=P10058CA.txt
https://nepis.epa.gov/Exe/ZyPDF.cgi?Dockey=P10058CA.txt
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B. Potential difficulty in meeting the filtration avoidance criteria over the years  

If at any point the filtration avoidance criteria were not met, Afton would be required to install 
filtration regardless of the cause of the noncompliance. In addition to existing natural variation, 
events like wildfires, pine tree beetle kill, droughts, and flooding can lead to changes in the 
water quality that are outside of a water system’s control and may cause filtration avoidance 
criteria to not be met.  

Other water systems have lost their filtration avoidance status. For example, the City of Butte, 
Montana met the filtration avoidance criteria for its Basin Creek water supply up until 2010. 
However, an increase in organic material in the source water and associated high disinfection 
byproducts suspected to be caused by a large amount of beetle kill in the pine trees in the 
watershed resulted in a filtration requirement for this surface water source in 2010 (Post, 2010). 
The City of Portland, Oregon had multiple low-level detections of Cryptosporidium in raw water 
from its Bull Run unfiltered surface water source in 2017, which resulted in the city being 
required to provide additional treatment for Cryptosporidium. Portland chose to install filtration 
to meet this treatment requirement. The source of this Cryptosporidium is suspected to be 
wildlife because human activity in the watershed is very restricted. (Cryptosporidium and 
drinking water).  

C.  Creating and maintaining a watershed control program requires substantial resources for 
as long as filtration avoidance is maintained.  

An important part of the filtration avoidance criteria is the creation and maintenance of a 
watershed control program. Under 40 CFR 141.71(b)(2)(iii), for a system to meet the filtration 
avoidance criteria it must show via “ownership and/or written agreements with landowners 
within the watershed that it can control all human activities which may have an adverse impact 
on the microbiological quality of the source water. The public water system must submit an 
annual report to the State that identifies any special concerns about the watershed and how 
they are being handled; describes activities in the watershed that affect water quality; and 
projects what adverse activities are expected to occur in the future and describes how the 
public water system expects to address them.” 

To feasibly meet this, a GWUDI system such as Afton would have to more clearly identify the 
boundaries of the recharge area(s) for the spring and enter into written agreements with all 
landowners in the recharge area(s). Additional studies may be needed. The Periodic Spring 
recharge area includes US Forest Service-administered lands where multiple uses may be 
allowed, including timber harvesting and livestock grazing, that could have negative impacts on 
the water quality and meeting the filtration avoidance criteria. Filtration avoidance systems also 
must monitor the occurrence of activities in the watershed that may have an adverse impact on 
source water quality and be subject to an annual onsite inspection by EPA to assess the 
watershed control program implementation and disinfection treatment processes.  

D.  Consistency with current EPA Region 8 practices 

Region 8 currently issues a GWUDI determination in conjunction with a filtration determination 
with no option for meeting the filtration avoidance criteria to every water system with a newly 
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identified GWUDI source. There are no GWUDI systems that are currently meeting the filtration 
avoidance criteria in Region 8. 

E.  Lack of any new filtration avoidance sources nationally in more than 20 years 

EPA is not aware of any public water systems submitting new filtration avoidance applications 
nationally in more than 20 years. The number of systems meeting the filtration avoidance 
criteria nationally has decreased over the last 20 years, and some states like Colorado and Utah 
have disallowed filtration avoidance entirely.3 There are currently only two filtration avoidance 
systems in EPA Region 8; one located in Pinedale, Wyoming, which is directly regulated by EPA 
Region 8, and Philipsburg, Montana, which is regulated by the State of Montana. Both are 
surface water systems.  

F.  Lack of any approvals nationally for ground water under the direct influence of surface 
systems to avoid filtration  

The filtration avoidance option is most applicable to water systems that use a surface water 
source such as a lake or reservoir (examples include San Francisco, Seattle, New York City, and 
Boston) with an easily identifiable watershed. EPA is not aware of any GWUDI water systems 
nationally that  are currently meeting the filtration avoidance criteria.  

7. Why is this a preliminary determination and why is EPA holding a public hearing?  

EPA has the statutory authority to issue filtration determinations under the SWTR pursuant to SDWA 
1412(b)(7)(C)(ii) and (iv). If EPA makes such a filtration determination, under SDWA 1412(b)(7)(C)(ii) EPA 
must provide notice and opportunity for a public hearing on that determination. Id. Consistent with that 
provision and the Town of Afton’s request for a public hearing to inform EPA’s decision, EPA has 
scheduled an upcoming public hearing in the Town of Afton. EPA will consider all information and 
comments received at the hearing and submitted to the docket prior to making a final determination for 
the Periodic Spring.   

 
3 5 CCR 1002-11 § 11.8 et seq. (Colorado’s Surface Water Treatment Rule). 
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Appendix A: Additional Issues 

This section provides responses to some questions and issues that the Town of Afton and Wyoming 
Department of Environmental Quality have raised during discussions related to the Periodic Spring. This 
section is intended to serve as a supplement to the above Preliminary Technical Evaluation of the Afton 
Periodic Spring Ground Water Under the Direct Influence of Surface Water Classification and Filtration 
Determination (“Preliminary Technical Evaluation”), and EPA has included it here as part of the 
preliminary decision document for the public’s review.  

Issue 1: If EPA Region 8 deviates from its own policy, does that undermine the Region’s Ground Water 
Under the Direct Influence of Surface Water (GWUDI) and filtration determination?  

The Region 8 Surface Water Treatment Rule (SWTR) policy is a non-binding policy document that 
describes the process that EPA Region 8 typically follows and the information it considers when making 
a GWUDI and filtration determination. The policy advises the public about the Region’s discretionary 
authority, and how the Region exercises that authority to make informed decisions for individual 
situations that arise. Under SDWA Section 1412(b)(7)(C)(ii), EPA has the authority to “require the public 
water system to provide studies or other information to assist in this determination” and EPA has 
exercised that authority when further information or assessment of a source is needed. The policy 
cannot include all factual circumstances that could involve GWUDI determinations, so it describes 
examples of potential scenarios that EPA may encounter and offers general guidance in recognition of 
the need for flexibility. See the response to Issue 5 below for an example of EPA’s use of its flexibility to 
determine when to require  Microscopic Particulate Analysis (MPAs), such as when there are significant 
deficiencies associated with well, spring, or infiltration gallery infrastructure that must be repaired for 
health and safety reasons. Therefore, even if the Agency does not strictly adhere to the Region 8 SWTR 
policy, courts have long recognized EPA’s discretion to make the determinations if EPA provides a 
rational basis for its decision. Here, EPA decided to follow a methodology that it found sufficient and 
appropriate in light of the information available, to appropriately assess the Periodic Spring and to 
ultimately make a positive GWUDI determination requiring filtration.  

The guidance nature of the Region 8 SWTR policy does not undermine the reasonableness of EPA’s 
GWUDI and filtration determinations in this instance because the determinations are supported by a 
rational basis and based on a valid legislative rule. Unlike a policy statement, a valid legislative rule is 
legally binding. The 1986 SDWA Amendments directed the Agency to promulgate a drinking water 
regulation that specified criteria under which a public water system must install filtration as a treatment 
technique. EPA specified such criteria in the SWTR in 1989. The SWTR provides that filtration 
requirements apply to public water systems with surface water sources and/or certain ground water 
sources that may have a direct surface water influence. 54 Fed. Reg. 27503. Specifically, in the final 1989 
SWTR rule, based in part on public comments received on the proposed rule, EPA decided to add a new 
term, GWUDI, that is separate and independent from the term “surface water” to the rule. EPA 
explained as follows: 

EPA agrees that most systems using sources traditionally defined as ground water are 
not at risk from contamination by Giardia cysts or other contaminants typically found in 
surface water. The rate of reported waterborne outbreaks of giardiasis in systems using 
ground water (as traditionally defined, i.e., water that is not open to the atmosphere) is 
about 1/43 of that in filtered and disinfected surface water supplies and about 1/326 of 
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that in unfiltered surface water supplies (Craun, 1989). However, Giardia cysts do occur 
in some ground water supplies due to contamination by surface water (e.g., springs, 
infiltration galleries, and wells; Hibler, 1987a). Therefore, EPA believes it is appropriate 
that all ground water systems be evaluated, on a case-by-case basis, for the potential of 
contamination by Giardia cysts. EPA believes that a system at significant risk from 
contamination of Giardia cysts, i.e., a ground water system under the direct influence of 
surface water where the structure of the system cannot be altered to reduce this risk, 
should be required to comply with the treatment requirements of this rule to ensure 
adequate protection of public health. 

54 Fed. Reg. 27488-89 (emphasis added). 

While the SWTR included a definition of GWUDI at 40 CFR 141.2, it deferred the issue of how the State 
(EPA in this case) should evaluate a public water system and determine whether it is GWUDI, stating: 
“Direct influence must be determined for individual sources in accordance with criteria established by 
the State. The State determination of direct influence may be based on an evaluation of site-specific 
measurements of water quality and/or well construction characteristics and geology with field 
evaluation.” 54 Fed. Reg. 27489. Therefore, rather than automatically rendering all springs, infiltration 
galleries, and wells subject to (or not subject to) the SWTR and its filtration requirements, the SWTR 
mandates that states evaluate all ground water sources via a site-specific evaluation of whether they 
meet the GWUDI definition, as defined under 40 CFR 141.2. See 40 C.F.R. 141.70(a)4; 54 Fed. Reg. 
27488-89.5 

EPA Region 8 deviated from its October 2002 GWUDI policy in the GWUDI evaluation of the Periodic 
Spring in the following key areas. The rationale for each deviation is also included. 

a. The GWUDI assessment scores for the Periodic Spring at the time the 2003, 2004, 2007, 
2019, and 2021 MPAs were collected did not exceed a score of 40, which is the score that 
the Region 8 policy recommends that an MPA be collected. 

EPA Region 8 GWUDI Policy Language: 

• “After the completion of the sanitary survey, if the water system has any 
groundwater sources scoring 40 points or more on the screening assessment, the 
survey and assessment should be routed to the SWTR manager. These groundwater 
sources are considered higher risk for surface water influence.”   

• “In Region 8, this means that additional MPAs may be required for these higher risk 
sources (which score >=40 on the preliminary assessment) at least once every 5 
years, if not sooner.” 

 
4 40 C.F.R. 141.70(a) (“Each public water system with a surface water source or a ground water source under the 
direct influence of surface water must provide treatment of that source water that complies with these treatment 
technique requirements.”). 
5 54 Fed. Reg. 27488-89 (EPA believes it is appropriate that all ground water systems be evaluated, on a case-by-
case basis, for the potential of contamination by Giardia cysts. EPA believes that a system at significant risk from 
contamination of Giardia cysts, i.e., a ground water system under the direct influence of surface water where the 
structure of the system cannot be altered to reduce this risk, should be required to comply with the treatment 
requirements of this rule to ensure adequate protection of public health.”). 
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Reasons for deviation: 

EPA required that Afton collect an MPA in September 2003 after reports that an intense 
rainfall event had resulted in high turbidity and EPA received taste and odor complaints 
from the public regarding the drinking water from the Periodic Spring. There was also an E. 
coli positive sample from the distribution system, but this was determined to be associated 
with an issue with a storage tank. The bacteriological samples collected directly from the 
spring were all negative. EPA required that an MPA be collected as part of the follow-up to 
this water quality event. The June 2004 MPA was collected as a follow-up to the initial 
September 2003 MPA sample. Both MPAs resulted in a low risk score. 

EPA required the collection of another MPA in August 2007 after receiving reports of high 
turbidity at the Periodic Spring following a precipitation event. The EPA contractor reported 
that the spring was bypassed (i.e., not used to provide water to the public) for a several-day 
period due to the high turbidity (>100 NTU). The MPA result was low risk. 

EPA required the collection of an MPA in 2019 (hereinafter “September 2019 MPA”) for the 
reasons described in further detail below. A more detailed discussion of why this sample 
was collected is also included in Issue 3 below: 

• EPA was concerned about the impact on the transmission line from the spring 
collection box to the storage tank when the spring was intermittently flowing and 
filling the line. In particular, EPA was concerned that contaminants could be 
introduced into the line when water from the Periodic Spring was not flowing. EPA 
was concerned about the historic reports of very high turbidity in the water from 
the Periodic Spring following intense rainfall events in 2003 and 2007.  

• EPA staff reviewed a 1990 research report on the Periodic Spring from the 
Department of Geology and Geophysics at the University of Wyoming (Blanchard et 
al, 1990). In this report, the researchers determined that the time it took water to 
travel from the recharge area to the discharge of the spring was only several weeks. 
This very short travel time concerned the EPA Region 8 staff, who had not reviewed 
this report prior to this date. EPA’s assumption up until this point was that the travel 
time was very long. This report is discussed in more detail in the Preliminary 
Technical Evaluation. 

• Karst aquifers with conduit flow have been evaluated as high risk for surface water 
influence by other state regulatory agencies (Chaudhary, et al, 2009).  

The Periodic Spring is a highly unique source. It is the only periodic / intermittent spring EPA 
is aware of that is used as a public water supply in the United States, and one of only several 
hundred such springs in the world. It has also been the subject of more research and outside 
study than many other public water system sources in Wyoming. Given the highly unique 
nature of this source, the historic water quality events, and the concerning statements in 
published research, additional evaluation of the source to ensure public health is protected 
was justified even though the GWUDI assessment form did not result in a score of greater 
than 40 at the time of the evaluation. 
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b. EPA collected MPAs on September 5, 2019, and August 29, 2021. EPA did not collect 
these samples 12 to 18 months apart and neither sample was collected following a 
heavy rainfall or snowmelt or irrigation season. 
 

• EPA Region 8 GWUDI Policy Language: 

“MPA sample collection procedures involve collecting at least 500 gallons of the source 
water over a cartridge filter. The samples should be collected during critical periods over a 
12 – 18-month timeframe; at least one sample collected following a heavy rain fall or snow 
melt or irrigation season (i.e., saturated ground conditions) and one sample collected during 
the late summer or following an extended period of little or no rainfall (dry season).” 

• Reasons for deviation: 

Collection of a follow-up sample after the September 5, 2019, moderate risk sample was 
substantially delayed due to discussions with WDEQ and Afton regarding the Periodic 
Spring, as well as the timing of EPA’s contractual process to assign contractors to collect 
MPAs for each year.  

The time period with increased flow following snowmelt (mid-May to mid-June) appears to be 
when the Periodic Spring produces the highest volume of recent surface water, but conditions at 
the high altitude of the recharge area do not appear to be conducive to the substantial growth 
of non-diatomaceous algae or diatoms this early in the year. The late August / early September 
period allows for a dry season sample and is after the warm summer months where growth of 
algae and diatoms is likely to occur, increasing the possibility that these organisms will be 
present in the water from the spring. From this standpoint, the time when each sample was 
collected was intended to coincide with the period when the MPA results are most likely to 
show the presence of GWUDI indicator organisms. 

 

 Issue 2: Is EPA biased against springs as water sources?  

No. Region 8 follows the same procedures and policy for all ground water sources. As the Preliminary 
Technical Evaluation shows, EPA’s determinations were made in accordance with the SDWA and its 
regulations, substantially supported, and reasonably based on a consideration of relevant factors and 
alternatives.  

Pursuant to Region 8’s policy, all ground water sources, including the Periodic Spring, should be assessed 
every three to five years through a sanitary survey, regardless of a source’s past MPA history or other 
monitoring information and data. Some other states take different approaches. For example, the Ten 
State Standards are a set of design and program criteria developed by a group of ten states that many 
other states adopt for their drinking water programs. The Ten State Standards (Health Research Inc., 
2012) presume that all springs are GWUDI and imposes the burden on the water system to demonstrate 
otherwise. Some states have identified springs as a higher-risk source type that requires additional 
GWUDI evaluation via a hydrogeologic assessment, water quality parameter monitoring, and /or MPAs 
(See Appendix B: Summary of GWUDI Procedures at Various States and Chaudhary, et al 2009). Other 
states often place springs in a different risk category than wells, unless the well is shallow or sited in a 
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vulnerable location (See Appendix B: Summary of GWUDI Procedures at Various States and Chaudhary, 
et al 2009).  

EPA has assessed the Periodic Spring water source with each sanitary survey in accordance with our 
policy using all information available at the time of each GWUDI assessment, most recently based on the 
2018 sanitary survey.  As new or additional information became available, it was incorporated into the 
GWUDI assessments resulting in identification of the Periodic Spring as a potentially GWUDI source in 
need of an MPA for the first time following the most recent sanitary survey.  (See issue 1 for more 
discussion about GWUDI assessments.) EPA’s evaluation of the Periodic Spring considered the higher-
risk nature of the Periodic Spring, its history that has raised additional concerns, as well as data EPA 
gathered and reviewed in recent years, including the 2019 and 2021 MPAs, and data reflecting 
“significant shifts in water characteristics” as described in 40 C.F.R. 141.2. As such, EPA’s determination 
is reasonable based on a consideration of relevant factors and alternatives.  

Issue 3: Why did EPA require an MPA to be collected at the Periodic Spring in 2019?  

The September 2019 MPA was originally required in an October 2018 EPA letter to Afton, following a 
July 2018 meeting held with Afton and its consultant, WDEQ, WARWS, and EPA, in which the parties 
discussed the design of the Periodic Spring and ways to address EPA’s concerns with both the spring’s 
water quality and collection structure.  

For the collection system, EPA was concerned about the fill and drain cycles in the transmission line 
from the spring collection box to the surge tank during times of intermittent flow. Loss of pressure 
events in pressurized piping at other water systems are considered by EPA to be serious events, 
sometimes resulting in the issuance of an emergency administrative order. This situation appears to not 
have the same level of severity, but it was/is unclear how it may impact water quality.  

EPA was also concerned about the possibility of large living organisms entering the spring collection box 
through the hinged door mechanism at the intake to the distribution system. The 2014 sanitary survey 
and photos from subsequent site visits showed that when the spring was flowing and when it was not 
flowing, these doors angled open, creating a large air gap where animals, birds, and/or large organisms 
could directly enter the water supply intake pipe area.  

It was decided at the July 2018 meeting that it was not physically feasible for Afton to correct a 
significant deficiency identified in EPA’s 2014 sanitary survey that required Afton to install protection of 
the spring’s collection chamber equivalent to #24 mesh screen. This level of protection was required in 
the 2014 sanitary survey to “prevent entry of small insects, animals and other contaminants during all 
stages of spring operation,” and is a common corrective action that EPA requires of Wyoming water 
systems to protect their water supplies. Instead, after obtaining a permit from WDEQ, Afton installed a 
#4 mesh screen (with screen openings approximately 0.25 inches X 0.25 inches, much larger than #24 
mesh with screen openings approximately 0.0277 inches x 0.0277 inches), behind improved hinged 
doors in front of the collection box. EPA agreed to this substitute corrective action because of the 
improved hinged doors, despite the larger opening mesh screen.  

Although EPA had prior concerns about possible surface water influence caused by pooling of water 
near the water supply intake as water exited the spring, those concerns were eliminated following the 
2018 discussions with Afton and WDEQ, and observations at the Periodic Spring showed that the water 
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drains downhill and away from the spring. Regardless, the hinged door modifications would not prevent 
a possible surface water influence at the mouth of the spring, since the hinged doors would not impede 
the flow of air or water into the spring box.   

EPA’s water quality concerns at that time were that there were historic reports of high turbidity in the 
water from the Periodic Spring following intense rainfall events in 2003 and 2007. There had not been a 
another MPA sample collected since the August 2007 MPA.  

The historical record in the file suggests that EPA staff and technical assistance providers had on-going 
concern with turbidity including the risk that microorganisms might also be present following the 2003 
and 2007 high turbidity events. (Appendix E).  A turbidimeter and an MPA collection apparatus were 
loaned to Afton following these events to allow earlier sampling should another high turbidity event 
occur.  EPA has no record that additional turbidity information or MPAs were collected.   

One published study determined there were short travel times from the recharge area(s) to the spring. 
EPA staff reviewed a 1990 research report on the Periodic Spring from the Department of Geology and 
Geophysics at the University of Wyoming (Blanchard et al, 1990). In this report, the researchers 
determined that the time it took water to travel from the recharge area to the discharge of the spring 
was only several weeks. This very short travel time concerned the current EPA Region 8 staff, who had 
not reviewed this report prior to this date. EPA’s assumption up until this point was that the travel time 
was very long. This report is discussed in more detail in the Preliminary Technical Evaluation. 

Following the July 2018 meeting with Afton, EPA had several discussions with a WDEQ district engineer 
in July and August 2018, and EPA and WDEQ agreed that the collection of an MPA sample could be 
beneficial to obtain additional information about the water quality supplied by the Periodic Spring. A 
requirement to collect an MPA was therefore included in EPA’s October 2018 letter to Afton.  

During a December 2018 meeting with WDEQ and Afton, EPA discussed the October 2018 letter, which 
clarified and modified the 2014 sanitary survey significant deficiency requirements. In this meeting, the 
parties agreed on next steps for both collection system and water quality concerns. For the collection 
system, the parties decided that the hinged door modifications would proceed as scheduled (anticipated 
construction start date of Fall 2019). The parties also discussed and decided that, for water quality 
concerns, a MPA would be scheduled for the year 2019 as this sampling was a relatively easy way to 
acquire more information about the water quality from the Periodic Spring. The September 2019 MPA 
sample resulted in a moderate risk score of surface water influence. 

EPA communications to Afton about the hinged door significant deficiency are included in appendices H, 
I, and J. These documents also show the evolution of EPA’s understanding of the Periodic Spring’s 
construction and the agreements reached among the parties at the December 2018 meeting, including 
collection of a MPA in 2019. 

Issue 4: Does the EPA Region 8 practice of re-assessing sources for GWUDI at every sanitary survey 
deviate from the national GWUDI policy or regulations? 

The regulatory language for GWUDI determinations is limited to the 40 CFR 141.2 definition, which 
states that “Ground water under the direct influence of surface water (GWUDI) means any water 
beneath the surface of the ground with significant occurrence of insects or other macroorganisms, 
algae, or large-diameter pathogens such as Giardia lamblia or Cryptosporidium, or significant and 
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relatively rapid shifts in water characteristics such as turbidity, temperature, conductivity, or pH which 
closely correlate to climatological or surface water conditions. Direct influence must be determined for 
individual sources in accordance with criteria established by the State. The State determination of direct 
influence may be based on site-specific measurements of water quality and/or documentation of well 
construction characteristics and geology with field evaluation.” 

The above language leaves the establishment of specific criteria for determining GWUDI up to the state, 
which in this case is EPA Region 8. As a result, the criteria and processes for determining GWUDI sources 
can vary from state to state and still meet the SWTR requirements. 

There are two historic guidance documents that provide a recommended framework for determining 
GWUDI sources. These are the 1991 “Guidance Manual for Compliance with the Filtration and 
Disinfection Requirements for Public Water Systems Using Surface Water Sources” and the MPA 
Consensus Method document referenced above. Both documents acknowledge that states (including 
EPA direct implementation programs) are responsible for developing their own GWUDI implementation 
policies. The EPA Region 8 GWUDI policy is consistent with the regulatory definition language and the 
published national guidance, as explained below.  

The national guidance and regulations recommend a minimum number of samples to characterize 
sources but are silent on a maximum number of samples or how often sources should be evaluated for 
GWUDI (EPA, 1991, p. 2-10). Due to observations of significant variability in the MPA results at Wyoming 
and Region 8 tribal water systems, as well as in other U.S. states and Canadian provinces, and in 
published studies like the Water Research Foundation (WRF) Report “Investigation of Criteria for GWUDI 
Determination” (Tables 6.4 and 6.11 for diatoms and algae) (Abbaszadegan et al, 2011), EPA Region 8 
determined that ongoing evaluation of GWUDI status with the possible collection of follow-up MPA 
samples is appropriate. In another WRF report (Jacangelo and Seith, 2001), significant variability in MPA 
results was observed among laboratories. However, in this same study, one well was analyzed 32 times 
over an 18-month period with 23 low risk results, 8 moderate risk results, and one high risk result – with 
all samples analyzed by the same laboratory. As shown by these studies, surface water influence is 
known to vary seasonally and annually as are the presence of surface water indicators that MPA samples 
test for, based on weather conditions, animal migrations, hydrogeologic changes, etc. Therefore, 
reevaluation of these sources allows EPA to capture these changing conditions in sources where the 
hydrogeologic setting and the construction and conditions of the source indicate that such reevaluation 
is warranted.  

Issue 5: Why did the GWUDI assessment score (EPA Region 8’s GWUDI pre-screening tool) for Periodic 
Spring change from a score of 35 in previous surveys to a score of 50 in the 2018 survey? Is this 
process subjective? 

The GWUDI assessment is used to help determine when additional assessment of a source is needed, in 
the form of an MPA sample. The GWUDI assessment is based on the conditions documented in the 
sanitary survey and on other information available at the time, such as published scientific and 
engineering reports. The scores between 2014 and 2018 changed because new information about the 
spring and its infrastructure became available, resulting in a different score. Afton may also be referring 
to the differences in scoring between the 2006/2010 assessments as compared to the 2018 assessment, 
which were based on changes to Region 8’s GWUDI assessment process.  
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Region 8 followed a more rigorous process beginning in 2012 to reflect updates in scientific 
methodologies, and to enhance the scientific validity, accuracy, and utility of the assessment in 
conjunction with changes brought about by the new Ground Water Rule (2009). A detailed description 
of the GWUDI assessment process and content is as follows: 

• During each sanitary survey (every 3 or 5 years), an EPA contractor or staff member (“the 
surveyor”) completes part of the GWUDI form in the field for each ground water collection 
structure, be it a well, spring, or infiltration gallery at the public water system. The surveyor 
provides a description of the type of water source, potential for surface water flow towards the 
water source, and well/spring structural features (such as condition of the well’s sanitary seal 
and marshy/saturated areas near the spring/infiltration gallery). In the office, EPA Region 8’s 
Professional Geologist, the assessor, evaluates the information from the surveyor and uses it 
and additional information to complete the form, which include:  

 Using the well’s statement of completion to determine the well’s depth to the shallowest 
water intake and construction details;  

 Obtaining information from the EPA Region 8 database on historical bacteriological sampling 
results;  

 Using GIS tools to determine the distance to nearby permanent or temporary surface water 
sources, the potential location of the well in a floodplain, and the geology of the aquifer; 

 Reviewing engineering reports from the Wyoming Water Development Commission and 
other sources for information on the water supply and facilities; and 

 Using aerial imagery to see the overall geography, geology, topography, and geomorphology 
in which the water supply exists.  

Therefore, both the in-field and in-office portions of the assessment are integral to the overall 
description because Region 8 found that the prior checklist approach was too limiting in its ability to 
identify wells, springs, and infiltration galleries that might be GWUDI, and which require MPA for further 
evaluation. The checklist approach only assessed the immediate site and did not address or identify 
recharge areas and the hydrogeology of the system. 

Further, as part of the assessment process, the assessor evaluates the in-field observations that the 
surveyor conducted. The surveyor’s observations are at the site level only and may not fully address the 
GWUDI assessment questions in the assessment form when considering the landscape scale needed to 
address probable recharge and the movement of surface and groundwater to the source. In fact, at 
times, Region 8 may revise the information provided by the contractor, most often if the assessor 
determines that an update to the score to reflect the impact of that larger scale is appropriate: Items 
reviewed by the assessor include runoff potential towards the well, construction details like 
presence/absence of an annular seal to prevent water from flowing down between the well casing and 
the hole (may not be visible in the field), and the presence of marshy (saturated) conditions. EPA may 
also revise the score if the contractor’s information on the GWUDI form is not supported by the photos 
or other documentation in the sanitary survey report, engineering plans, or other documentation 
associated with the source. For instance, EPA may change the Type of Water Source if the contractor 
incorrectly indicates the source is a “spring” instead of an “infiltration gallery” as indicated in the DEQ 
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design documents or may add points if the contractor fails to note on the form that surface water flows 
toward the water source as indicated by GIS information. Region 8 may discuss the findings in the field 
and the information identified from the office analysis with the contractor to confirm information prior 
to making changes.  

Each element of the form contributes to a score, and if the total score exceeds 40 points, a MPA is 
typically collected. Regardless of whether the total score is over or below 40 points, Region 8 still may 
further consider additional available information (e.g., water quality monitoring, history, etc.) per SDWA 
1412(b)(7)(C)(ii) to determine if a MPA sample should be collected. An MPA may not be needed if 
repairs can be conducted to eliminate certain scored issues, such as installing a sanitary seal on a well or 
installing a watertight lid on a spring box. These items in need of repairs are considered “significant 
deficiencies” that are required to be corrected under the Ground Water Rule following the sanitary 
survey and would reduce the score below 40. 40 C.F.R. 141.401; 141.403. 

Had Region 8’s GWUDI assessments used a less rigorous process than that detailed above, they would 
not as readily or consistently identify wells, springs, and infiltration galleries that might be GWUDI and in 
need of an MPA, to effectively protect the public who drink the water. Best professional judgement 
based on the preponderance of scientific evidence is a factor both now and in the past. This does not 
reduce the utility or validity of the findings. 

Issue 6: Does the MPA have significant limitations? Why does EPA use it as a determinative factor in 
making GWUDI determinations?  

As recommended by the Region 8 GWUDI policy, EPA uses the MPA consensus method to make GWUDI 
determinations, rather than alternative methods, for reasons described in further detail below. This is 
also consistent with the EPA 1991 Filtration Guidance. Use of the MPA is reasonable based on science 
and national policy, and when viewed in comparison with other primacy agencies’ implementation 
policies (e.g., Chaudhary, et al). This response will first address some of the limitations of MPAs that 
have been raised, including those specific to the Periodic Spring, and the response concludes with a 
discussion of why states and EPA have nonetheless ultimately used the MPA. 

• What are some of the limitations of MPAs that the scientific community has raised in the past 
and what are the source of the variations? 

EPA is aware of reports that have noted concerns related to MPA indicator variability 
(Abbaszadegan, et al, 2011; Jacangelo and Seith, 2001) as discussed in further detail in EPA’s 
response to Issue 4.  

The results of all microbiological sampling activities can vary based on sampling at different 
times of the year and across different years because the presence of measurable indicator 
organisms and the surface water itself may be intermittent. MPAs also have some limitations for 
the Periodic Spring’s particular location in part because of its cold, high elevation environment. 
Recent snowmelt containing pathogens from warm-blooded animals in the recharge area may 
reach the spring, enter the water supply and infect people before the indicator microorganisms 
that an MPA detects are fully developed.  

• Is the source of the variation related to a need for a better Quality Assurance (QA) process for 
MPA results and analysis? Does it need split sampling, or a Quality Assurance Project Plan 
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(QAPP) similar to sampling under the Clean Water Act? This is especially concerning when there 
seems to be differences between labs. Were there Quality Assurance/Quality Control (QA/QC) 
problems reported with Afton’s samples? 

EPA is aware that the 1992 EPA Consensus Method acknowledges several limitations of the 
method, which include the following: that “[i]nterpretation of results derived from the 
consensus method will depend upon numerous factors, the most important of which will be the 
level of training and experience of the analyst(s) employing this technique.” (EPA, 1992, p. 23) 
However, the Method also recognizes that “[d]ue to the subjective nature of the MPA,” labs 
would need to adopt a comprehensive QA/QC program.6  The Method also incorporated 
effective QA/QC within the method to be followed.7  

Based upon EPA Region 8’s review of other state GWUDI practices, most states use the EPA MPA 
Consensus Method for MPA collection and analysis, and many reported that a GWUDI 
determination could be made based on a single high risk (and in some cases a single moderate 
risk) result. This is consistent with EPA Region 8’s processes. (See Appendix B: Summary of 
GWUDI Procedures at Various States and Chaudhary, et al 2009) 

No QA/QC problems were reported for EPA’s September 2019 or August 2021 MPA sampling 
events at the Periodic Springs, either in the lab or in the field. EPA has confidence in those 
results because an EPA contractor collected the sample and the lab followed procedures 
appropriately. Both the 2019 and the 2021 MPAs were analyzed at the same laboratory by the 
principal analyst for surface water and ground water MPAs, who has more than 20 years of 
experience as an analyst for the MPA test. For more information on this issue please see EPA’s 
response to Issue 10, below.  

• Why were the first four MPAs conducted at the Periodic Spring low risk, while the last two MPAs 
have indicated moderate risk and high risk? Why are the results so variable? 

Afton has asked: if four of five past MPA tests at the Periodic Spring resulted in a score of 0, is 
the September 2019 MPA moderate score or the 2021 MPA high risk score accurate?  For 
additional details on this question, please see Topic #9 of Region 8’s Evaluation of WDEQ’s 
March 2020 Hydrogeologic Evaluation, where we further explain why the two MPA results are 
not an anomaly.  

Each MPA measures the water quality conditions at the time the sample was collected, and 
there are no “outliers” or results that are anomalies or that should be discounted because they 
are different. This is further explained in Issue 6. Seasonal variability is recognized in other 
drinking water rules. For example, the national Revised Total Coliform Rule’s requirements for 
monthly routine total coliform bacteriological sampling address this possibility for seasonal 
variability because it is not expected that results will necessarily be the same from month to 
month in the same water system. It is also expected that the presence of indicator organisms 
that demonstrate the presence of surface water may be intermittent, present only part of the 
time. See Issue 6 for more detail. Therefore, consistent with EPA Region 8 policy, Region 8 

 
6 1992 EPA Consensus Method, p.23 
7 1992 EPA Consensus Method, p.42-46   
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conducts an independent GWUDI assessment for each ground water source in conjunction with 
each sanitary survey to determine whether there is a need for an MPA. Where an MPA is 
collected, each MPA result is then assessed to determine: if the source will remain classified as 
ground water; if the source requires further evaluation with an additional MPA; or if the source 
is GWUDI. EPA does not deem the 2019 moderate MPA result as an “outlying result” but as 
additional data that  identifies a source in need of further evaluation before a determination can 
be made.  The moderate risk MPA triggered the collection of another MPA to further evaluate 
the source. Consistent with EPA Region 8 ’s policy, that subsequent MPA was collected in 2021 
and the result was high risk, suggesting that the source is GWUDI.  
 
The presence of surface water organisms with chlorophyll such as green algae and diatoms in 
the moderate risk MPA sample from 2019 and the high risk sample from 2021 in the Periodic 
Spring water suggests that the surface water where these organisms grow is in ponded surface 
water somewhere in the recharge area and entered groundwater flow to discharge at the 
Periodic Spring. These samples were collected, processed, and analyzed in accordance with 
requirements of the Consensus Method, and EPA has no evidence that there was any deviation 
from the method. The results measured what indicators were present on the date and time 
collected.  
  
The previous low risk samples are not proof that there is no influence of surface water. Surface 
water may be present intermittently rather than all the time, which is expected in most cases of 
ground water under the direct influence of surface water. A low risk sample only means that 
surface water was not there on the day of the sample. When surface water is present, the 
surface water must have indicator organisms at great enough abundance to be detected (EPA 
1992 Consensus Method). If surface water is present without abundant indicator organisms, the 
presence of surface water in the source could be missed. This is a concern because pathogens 
may be present even without indicator organisms. (EPA 1992 Consensus Method.) Algae and 
diatoms are common sources of moderate and high risk MPA results, yet these organisms are 
often dormant in water below 40° F. They need warmer water temperatures to bloom and gain 
the abundance to become visible to the lab analyst. (Agrawal, 2012). If the surface water is 
direct snow melt, there may be few if any indicator organisms present in the cold water, 
potentially allowing the influence of surface water that cannot be detected with an MPA. 
However, their absence does not rule out the presence of pathogens in fecal material on the 
snow and in the soil through which the water is infiltrated. EPA has observed significant 
variability in MPA results at other sites that were determined to be GWUDI.  See Issue 4 for 
additional discussion on MPA variability. 

 
• Region 8 policy is reasonable, based on science, national policy, and by comparison with state 

implementation elsewhere.  

Ground water and surface water interaction occurs naturally but is enhanced by the action of a 
pumping well which pulls the surrounding subsurface water toward itself. The action of GWUDI 
pumping wells causes higher average ground water flow velocities and alters or reverses the 
natural flow direction of the surrounding ground water. For natural spring flow such as at 
Afton’s Periodic Spring, there is no pumping well that alters the natural ground water flow.  In 
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the absence of a pumping well, the main influence on the water’s flow path to a spring from the 
surface is the area’s geology and topography.  

The scientific tools to measure and predict GWUDI flow at a well or spring typically require 
expertise in ground water flow models. Ground water flow models create a simulated flow 
pattern that describes underground water flow. The models need adequate data from existing 
monitoring wells and surface water sources to improve their accuracy. Although some GWUDI 
public water systems have invested in high quality ground water flow models, e.g., Central 
Wyoming Regional Water System (Casper), these models are not sufficiently detailed to be a 
primary information source for the GWUDI determination.  

At a typical wellfield, flow to a GWUDI well is affected by the flow in nearby surface water and 
by the pumping of nearby wells. Each of these factors adds to the model’s complexity. The main 
factors influencing flow to a karst spring, like the Periodic Spring, is the extent and geometry of 
underground conduits in the geologic formation which are often unknown. Without this 
information on underground conduits and water flow paths, it is very difficult to build a model 
that accurately mirrors the site. 

Ground water flow models usually take a two-dimensional map or cross-sectional view to 
simplify the three-dimensional real world, including the subsurface environment. GWUDI wells 
and springs are typically so intimately connected to surface water that a three-dimensional view 
is necessary to describe the flow of water from surface water to the GWUDI sources. If the 
conceptual model of the site requires a three-dimensional view, then science demands three-
dimensional data, which is very costly and complex to acquire. 

The flow path may be primarily horizontal like the flow from a deep river to a shallow well, or it 
may be primarily vertical like the flow path from a shallow river to a collector well lateral under 
a river. For springs in mountainous areas, like the Periodic Spring, the flow path is both 
horizontal and vertical. 

The use of MPA solves the three-dimensional aspect of a GWUDI problem, either in sand or in 
karst locations by using indicator bioparticles, such as diatoms and algae, which are particles 
derived from living or once-living things, as a tracer that marks the flow path from surface 
water. Because the subsurface openings are consistently larger in karst than in sand, the tracer 
is sensitive to whether the flow is in conduits or around sand grains. Flow in larger openings, like 
conduits, is more likely to yield high risk MPA scores because the small openings around sand 
grains are more likely to filter the larger bioparticles.  

Most states use an MPA as the key decision tool because they recognize that it is the least costly 
yet most effective method that can be universally applied (Appendix B: Summary of GWUDI 
Procedures at Various States and Chaudhary, et al 2009). 

• After 30 years of implementation experience in the U.S. and Canada, MPA remains the key 
decision tool in the United States. 
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There are three reasons why MPA remains key:  

1)  The MPA test is specifically designed to address whether surface water influences a 
ground water source and provides evidence at a reasonable cost. This method allows for 
identification and treatment of higher risk water supplies, protecting public health.  

2)  Detecting surface water influence can be time consuming and costly if standard 
scientific tools such as dye, isotope, or chemical tracers are utilized. Extensive MPA use 
by State regulators suggests that surface water influence decisions have been 
sufficiently beneficial and that implementing more advanced methodologies has not 
been advantageous. 

3)  The U.S. Centers for Disease Control compiled information on 248 reported US 
outbreaks associated with untreated (or in some cases, inadequately treated) ground 
water. Giardia was associated with 5.7% and karst geology was associated with 26.2% of 
outbreaks (Wallender et al, 2014). This study demonstrates the importance of 
understanding local hydrogeology in terms of public health risk and that large diameter 
microorganisms like Giardia, not just viruses and bacteria, are documented in sources 
that appear to be ground water.   

• What benefits result from using MPA as the key decision tool? 

As compared with using a ground water flow model populated by an extensive monitoring well 
network, MPA is very inexpensive. MPA also has established risk tables in EPA guidance that 
dictate thresholds for low, moderate, and high risk of surface water influence.  

EPA GWUDI guidance (EPA, 1991, 1992) has recognized that all available hydrogeologic, water 
quality, and water quantity data should be utilized to make a GWUDI determination, including 
using MPA.  

Issue 7: Some of the numeric turbidity fluctuations were only documented at the time of MPA sample 
collection. Could improper turbidity analysis have been the cause of these high turbidity results? Air 
bubbles in a sample can give false high readings. 

Elevated turbidity in the water at the Periodic Spring has been reported both qualitatively, from visual 
observation of the water, as well as from instrument readings. It is also reported in published literature 
(Huntoon and Coogan, 1987). All instances of elevated turbidity at the Periodic Spring reported to EPA 
Region 8 are discussed in detail in the Preliminary Technical Evaluation. Elevated turbidity has been 
observed and/or measured by water system personnel, EPA contractors (during MPA sample collection 
and technical assistance site visits), and users of the water. Given the diversity of different sources for 
qualitative and quantitative elevated turbidity in the Afton distribution system or in the Periodic Spring 
directly, it does not appear that the historic reports of elevated turbidity at the Periodic Spring can be 
attributed to improper analysis of the water. 
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Issue 8: This determination, if made, would likely result in a multimillion-dollar cost to the Town of 
Afton. Should cost to the system be considered in this upcoming decision? 

EPA Region 8 recognizes that this decision, if made, would impose a significant burden on the Town of 
Afton. However, Section 1412(b)(7)(C)(i) of the SDWA specifies the criteria by which primacy agencies 
determine whether to require filtration. These criteria do not include any reference to costs, and in fact, 
are limited to “factors relevant to public health.”  As a result, EPA cannot consider costs in determining 
whether filtration is required. Whitman v. American Trucking Ass’ns, Inc., 531 U.S. 457 (2001). However, 
EPA may consider costs in developing the schedule for compliance with the filtration requirement.  
 
Issue 9: Afton’s total coliform sampling history is “exceptional.” There have been no positive total 
coliform samples since 2003. How is this true if the Periodic Spring source is GWUDI? 

EPA agrees that Afton has complied with the Total Coliform Rule and Revised Total Coliform Rule and 
has not had positive sample results. However, this is to be expected since Afton has installed continuous 
disinfection, which would prevent most instances of positive total coliform samples in the distribution 
system. Afton’s current disinfection practices would not be effective against pathogens such as Giardia 
and Cryptosporidium, if present. Total coliforms are not referenced in the regulatory definition of 
GWUDI at 40 CFR 141.2 or in the GWUDI evaluation methods section of the EPA Region 8 GWUDI policy. 
However, Region 8’s GWUDI evaluation process currently includes a review of a water system’s history 
of total coliform and/or E. coli bacteria in the water supply and any detections of total coliform and/or E. 
coli in source water during triggered monitoring under the Ground Water Rule if total coliform or E. coli 
bacteria are detected in distribution system. This is useful information that reveals whether the water 
source has experienced past contamination incidents.   

Issue 10: Could improper MPA sample collection have led to the high risk and moderate risk samples 
at the Periodic Spring? 

EPA contractors that collect MPAs have EPA-approved Quality Assurance Project Plans (QAPPs) that 
designate that the EPA MPA Consensus Method will be followed during sample collection. This means 
that the QA/QC steps of the method such as clean equipment and flushing the apparatus with the water 
to be sampled would have been followed during sample collection, shipment, and analysis.  

The moderate risk (2019) and high risk (2021) samples from the Periodic Spring were collected by two 
different contractors/samplers. This further reduces the probability that the high and moderate risk 
samples were the result of improper QA/QC during sample collection. 

EPA Region 8 reviewed the MPA records for samples collected during the period from 2011 to 2021 both 
by year and by contractor. A significant variation in results between contractors was not observed in this 
data set. The observed variation in results and the number of samples collected by each contractor 
appeared similar to typical yearly variations observed in all results (see Tables 1 and 2). 
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Table 1: Historic MPA samples collected in EPA Region 8, 2011 – 2021, by collection year and risk 
classification  

Year Total # 
Low Risk Results 

Moderate Risk 
Results High Risk Results 

# % # % # % 
2011 7 5 71% 1 14% 1 14% 
2012 2 1 50% 0 0% 1 50% 
2013 7 7 100% 0 0% 0 0% 
2014 21 19 90% 1 5% 1 5% 
2015 28 26 93% 1 4% 1 4% 
2016 23 18 78% 2 9% 3 13% 

2017 11 11 100% 0 0% 0 0% 
2018 15 12 80% 2 13% 1 7% 
2019 8 6 75% 1 13% 1 13% 
2020 30 25 83% 1 3% 4 13% 
2021 21 14 67% 4 19% 3 14% 
Total 173 144 83% 13 8% 16 9% 

 

Table 2: Historic MPA samples collected in EPA Region 8, 2011 – 2021, by contractor and risk 
classification  

EPA 
Contractor Total # 

Low Risk Results 
Moderate Risk 

Results High Risk Results 
# % # % # % 

#1 76 65 86% 4 5% 6 8% 
#2 41 33 80% 3 7% 5 12% 

Other 
/Unspecified 34 30 88% 3 9% 1 3% 

#3 13 9 69% 2 15% 2 15% 
#4 9 7 78% 1 11% 1 11% 
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